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Cushions and fabrics

CUSHIONS AND FABRICS

CUSHIONS YOU CAN LEAVE OUTDOORS

DEDON relies on some of the world’s most 
advanced textile technologies to create cushions 
you can leave outside. Our high-quality acrylic 
materials are UV-resistant and specially treated 
to make them splash-resistant, with no loss of 
comfort. The foam cores, created exclusively 
for DEDON, and synthetic fiber padding are 
surrounded by a water-repellent, breathable, 
spun-bonded wrap. After a shower of rain, 
allow your cushions to dry so as to protect them 
from mold stains. We recommend storing your 
cushions for the winter or when not in use for 
long periods, and using covers to keep them at 
their best. Before storing, make sure they are 
completely dry. Our materials meet the highest 
standards of quality for outdoor usage. All fabrics 
are quick-drying and easy to maintain.

FABRIC STYLES TO PLAY WITH

Each of the fabric styles in this catalog has a dis-
tinctive weaving structure that gives it a look and 
feel all its own. While any one of these fabrics is 
an ideal covering for cushions large or small, it’s 
the opportunity to combine them that makes the 
DEDON collection so special. Play with textures. 
Mix the summerly lightness of NATURA with the 
robustness of ATRIUM. Create subtle differences 
of shade by working with multiple fabric struc-
tures in the same color. The flexibility and creati-
vity long associated with the finest indoor fabrics 
can now be enjoyed under the open skies.
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FABRICS CATEGORY A

470
white

471
off white

478
ash

472
taupe

480
laurel

475
marengo

474
dark gray

476
marsala

477
garnet

481
mandarine

479
pomelo

473
juniper

NATURA  ACRYLIC

NATURA A Light, soft, summerly fabric in a strié weave, NATURA has a cotton-like touch and carries color beautifully.

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
8

PILLING RESISTANCE
4-5

MARTINDALE
30.000

30° 
86 °F
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652
warm gray

651
sand

649
ebony

650
off white

648
umbra

647
flax

661
sand

662
gray

680
beige

664
dark turquoise

663
terracotta

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
> 7-8 

PILLING RESISTANCE
EN ISO) 4-5

MARTINDALE
25.000

WASHABLE AT 
104 ̊ F (40  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
> 7 (very good)

PILLING RESISTANCE
4-5 (good / very good)

MARTINDALE
36.000

FABRICS CATEGORY B
LINEN  ACRYLIC

MAR  POLYPROPYLENE

TWIST  POLYPROPYLENE

LINEN is an e×ceptionally comfortable fabric with a natural look and feel and a contemporary color palette.

MAR Made of a blend of colored yarns in a basket weave, MAR is available in 
four colors, each one rich and comple×.

TWIST Woven from fine twisted yarn, TWIST is a fresh, cool fabric with depth, 
structure and a lively color effect.

683
ash

682
beach

685
terracotta

684
nori

WASHABLE AT 
104 ̊ F (40  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
> 7

PILLING RESISTANCE
5

MARTINDALE
> 35.000

30° 
86 °F

40° 
104 °F

40° 
104 °F

NUBE  ACRYLIC

NUBE With its raised geometric pattern, offers both a tactile and visually 
appealing quality.

638
alto

639
sunray

30° 
86 °F

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
 8

PILLING RESISTANCE
4

MARTINDALE
> 20.000

NEW NEW



FABRICS CATEGORY C

810
atrium201

812
atrium901

814
atrium451

813
atrium781

811
atriumD13

815
atrium351

816
atriumD11

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
7-8

PILLING RESISTANCE
4-5

MARTINDALE
50.000

ATRIUM BY KVADRAT® TREVIRA CS

ATRIUM BY KVADRAT With its subtle woven structure, ATRIUM by Kvadrat® stands 
out for its softness and e×ceptional color vibrancy.

707
shale

706
drift

709
terra

708
teal

WASHABLE AT 
104 ̊ F (40 ̊ C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
7

PILLING RESISTANCE
5

MARTINDALE
50.000

GLAN  POLYPROPYLENE

GLAN A thick and hearty fabric, available in four colors, GLAN is distinguished 
by its inviting 3D woven structure.

40° 
104 °F

30° 
86 °F
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PATIO BY KVADRAT® TREVIRA CS

PATIO BY KVADRAT With its subtle woven structure, PATIO by Kvadrat® 
stands out for its softness and e×ceptional color vibrancy.

678
patio110

681
patio970

677
patio140

678
patio450

679
patio550

680
patio370

675
patio220

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
7 ISO 105-B02

PILLING RESISTANCE
3-4 EN ISO 12945

MARTINDALE 
50.000  

SPRAY TEST (WATER)
3 EN 4920

FLAME RESISTANCE
US Cal. Bull. 117-2013

30° 
86 °F

P

BORNEO ACRYLIC

BORNEO With its distinctive loops and texture, 
lends a touch of elegance and sophistcation.

712
camelia

711
lily

WASHABLE AT 
86 ̊ F (30  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
8

PILLING RESISTANCE
4

MARTINDALE
18.000 

P

P

30° 
86 °F

NEW NEW



FABRICS CATEGORY E

821
ambra

822
sienna

824
azzuro

823
olio

P

WASHABLE AT 
104 ̊ F (40  ̊C)

LIGHTFASTNESS
>7/8

MARTINDALE
100.000

VENEZIA VELVET ACRYLIC

VENEZIA Outdoor velvet offers sophisticated visual and haptic heights.

40° 
104 °F

Exclusively designed for decorative cushions, VELVET 
is renowned for its exquisite quality and design, bring-
ing elegance to outdoor spaces with its vibrant colors. 
Crafted specifically for outdoor use, VELVET is 100% 
repellent and quick-drying, ensuring durability. The 
fabric's soft touch enhances comfort. Its solution-
dyed acrylic fiber resists fading from sun exposure, 
water, and atmospheric elements, making it suitable 
for various environments, including humid places like 
bathrooms and screened porches, preventing mold 
and mildew growth. In perfect harmony as decora-

tive cushions, DEDON offers VELVET in four carefully 
selected colors. The material and softness of VELVET 
fabric allow for diverse textures and visual experiences, 
showcasing its unique characteristics. Given its deli-
cate nature, VELVET requires special care. Avoid iron-
ing, and if wrinkles need attention, use a steamer. For 
stain removal, a mixture of neutral soap and water is 
recommended. The removable covers can be either 
dry-cleaned or machine-washed in cold water, but re-
frain from using the spin-dryer for optimal care.
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ATRIUM by Kvadrat® Trevira CS EXCLUSIVE FOR DEDON:

Kvadrat

KVADRAT® ATRIUM

With its portfolio of outdoor fabrics, DEDON aims 
to offer the beauty, versatility and creative possibil-
ity long associated with the finest indoor textiles. 
The latest addition to that portfolio impresses in all 
three regards. Iconic Danish textile producer Kvad-
rat brings its Atrium Outdoor collection to DEDON 
in seven stunning colors, two of which will be of-
fered exclusively by DEDON until 2024. Designed 
by Patricia Urquiola, the collection, which can be 
used indoors and out, boasts exceptional durability, 
rich textures and a subtly vibrant pattern. Innova-
tive, inviting and made to high standards of qual-
ity, the collection is a perfect match to the DEDON 
furniture it adorns.

From the depth of colors to the faux -solid aes-
thetic, Atrium Outdoor conveys subtle elegance, 
strength and character. Each color weaves two 
similarly colored yarns with a contrasting yarn, and 
uses a highly durable, specially developed Trevira 
CS yarn for a soft haptic finish. The outcome lies 

somewhere between pattern and structure, not 
unlike the veining found in marble. The two colors 
exclusive to DEDON convey the essence of Atrium 
Outdoor while adding a unique touch. The bright, 
calming pink tone recalls spring in bloom and the 
warmth of a returning sun, while the dark brown 
references the rich, earthen qualities of the out-
doors, adding warmth and depth to any DEDON 
collection. 

810
atrium201

815
atrium351

811
atriumD13

816
atriumD11

812
atrium901

814
atrium451

813
atrium781
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PATIO by Kvadrat Trevira CS

Kvadrat

KVADRAT® PATIO

Kvadrat PATIO, an upholstery textile developed for 
outdoors, offers exceptional color vibrancy. The 
re-sult of three years of intensive research, it is a 
perfect fit with DEDON’s standards of quality and 
design.

Designed by Karina Nielsen Rios, PATIO is made 
with a highly durable, specially developed Trevira 
CS yarn. It features a fluorocarbon-free, environ-
mentally-focused finish that is water-repellent and 
fast-drying. It provides resistance against chlorine, 
seawater and artificial weathering and is flame-
retar-dant. In addition to its technical features, it 
stands out for its soft touch.

The fabrics fulfill the highest of quality standards for 
exteriors. The acrylic materials are characterized 
by their high lightfast properties (7– 8) and the poly-
propylene materials have a lightfast rating of 6 – 7.
PATIO has a subtle structure that combines two 

colored yarns in the warp and one in the weft. De-
pending on the level of contrast between the col-
ors, PATIO can appear almost unicolored or more 
textured. PATIO is suitable for all outdoor spaces, 
as well as for areas such as spas and indoor pools, 
where high-humidity and chlorine are a factor.

DEDON has selected seven different colorways 
of PATIO. They represent a range of aesthetic ap-
proaches and complement DEDON’s 49  fabrics.

675
patio220

679
patio550

680
patio370

681
patio970

676
patio110

678
patio450

677
patio140
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Cushions you can leave outside

DECO CUSHIONS

 Ref. ABK  Ref. ABG Ref. ABE Ref. ABD

Ref. ABJ Ref. ABH

Ref. ABC

COM: 0,48M

COM: 0,71M

COM: 0,48M

COM: 0,58M

COM: 0,58M

COM: 0,71M

COM: 0,68cm

COM: 0,68M

COM: 0,85m

COM: 0,33M

Ref. ABB Ref. ABP

Ref. ABL Ref. ABM

40  15¾"

40  15¾"

50  19¾"

50  19¾" 60  23½"

60  23½"

Ø 40  Ø 15¾"

70  27½"

70  27½"

45  17¾"

30  11¾"

140  55"

60  23½"

40  15¾" 25  9¾"

62  24½"

40  15¾"

50  19¾"

Ø  55   Ø 21¾"
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